Jason Ma 馬良傑 is Founder, CEO and Chief Mentor of ThreeEQ Inc., a premier
global business, leadership, career, university, admissions, education, family, and
personal success consulting firm. Ma believes that most people have yet to
unleash their full potential. His sage advice, guidance, and network have affected
many to achieve great outcomes in their own life stages and to move towards
becoming the best version of themselves. Ma leads ThreeEQ to help select
enterprises, high net worth families, and both older and young leaders to win,
grow, and succeed.
Worldwide, Ma serves as not only a preeminent success coach and mentor to
executive and next-generation leaders but also a trusted boardroom/C-suite
advisor and global business rainmaker. In addition, Ma is a sought-after keynote
speaker and masterclass leader who captivates, educates, and inspires audiences
to reflect and act towards increasing their ROI and positive transformation, if not
transcendence.
Ma is the acclaimed author of Young Leaders 3.0: Stories, Insights, and Tips for
Next-Generation Achievers. He is a renowned Forbes contributor on leadership,
entrepreneurship, education, and university admissions during 2011-6 with over 1
million views. His work has been featured in various top media, including Forbes,
CNBC Asia (Managing Asia), Business Rockstars, Fast Company, Channel NewsAsia.
His applied research complements his mission to help make the world a wealthier,
happier and emotionally healthier place.
Ma’s perspective has been enhanced by over three decades of seasoned operating
and entrepreneurial experience in innovative technology, education, and expert
industries—with more than 2 million miles of world travels to over 4...
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Testimonials
It was truly a pleasure to host Jason Ma as an honorary speaker at the APAC
Investments Summit 2015, where he addressed some of the region’s top family
offices and institutional investors with excellent insights on empowering the next
generation for a sustainable future. Jason is a highly engaging speaker and a
fantastic collaborator, and I do not hesitate to warmly recommend him to any
event organizers.
- Senior Executive Producer, APAC Investments Summit.

On behalf of The Asian Strategy & Leadership Institute (ASLI), I would like to
thank you for taking time to share your invaluable perspectives with the
participants at the 8th World Chinese Economic Summit 2016. Your participation
has indeed contributed significantly to the success of the Summit. We certainly
look forward to the privilege of working with you again in our future events.
- Chairman, WCES and CEO, ASLI.
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